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Lunar, cislunar & deep space exploration 

• International agency and commercial collaborations:

• Lunar Gateway 2022

• Lunar landing with crew 2024

• Lunar Outpost 2028

• Mars, 2030s

• SpaceX - Mars cargo launches from 2022

• Blue Origin - Lunar lander by 2024

• CNSA – Lunar landing with crew by 2030

• Roscomos – Lunar base by the 2030s



Beyond the moon is hard

• Mission design

• Engineering

• Supplies 

• Communication

• Health

OVERSIMPLIFICATION WARNING 



Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition



Fram II



White Mars



Winter at Concordia

• 13 people: Chef, plumber & heating engineer, 
electrician, mechanic, communications 
technician, medical doctor, technical chief, 
station leader, plus range of scientists.

• Sun begins to set in March, total darkness by 
May, and begins to rise again in September.

• Temp falls as low as -85c

• No chance of rescue



Mental health of over-winterers 

Observations Station Researchers

Long-term confinement and 
evacuation due to psychosis (out 
of ~40 people)

IGY 1958 Antarctica Buckey (2006), Stuster (2011)

Evacuation due to probable 
depression (out of 12 people) 

IBEA Antarctica (1981) Buckey (2006), Stuster (2011) 

12.5% met the diagnostic criteria 
for one or more disorders

McMurdo and South Pole 
Stations

Palinkas et al. (2004)

4.6 psychiatric patient 
encounters per person week over 
winter 

McMurdo Station Cushman & Parazynski (2014)

4.5% diagnoses of overall mental 
disorders

Three Australian stations Otto (2007) 

6.4% diagnoses of overall mental 
disorders

McMurdo Station Otto (2007)

Taken from Slack et al, 2016 
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Mental health and spaceflight to date

• > 50% probability of individual crew members experiencing mental health 
problems during long duration missions (Ball et al., 2002)

• Astronauts have reported in their journals avoiding scrutiny by not 
informing their flight surgeons of problems.  This suggests that symptoms 
of psychological disorders are likely much more prevalent than officially 
reported.  (Slack et al, 2016)



Mental health as risk and resource

• Astronauts have reported in their journals avoiding scrutiny by not 
informing their flight surgeons of problems.  This suggests that symptoms 
of mood disorders are likely much more prevalent than officially reported 
(Slack et al, 2016).

• Psychology played a role in the inception of the US space program and then 
largely disappeared (Harrison & Fieldling, 2009)

• Astronaut selection, American heroes, and ‘the right stuff’

• The Russians experienced longer spaceflights and gave considerable 
attention to supporting psychological health. ‘Psychological support’ was an 
important part of the ground team.  Little loss of status associated with the 
confirmation of psychological or social problems associated with 
confinement in space.  (Conners, Harrison & Akins, 1986)



HERA XIV

In the 1950s and 60s, the unknown systems 
for spaceflight were the machines, so 
engineers were needed then as now.

In the 2020s, the unknown systems for long 
duration spaceflight are the humans, so we 
also need psychologists.

Dr Richard Addante

NASA Human Research Program Investigators 
Workshop, Texas, 2019



Isolation & loneliness

When we are intensely lonely:

• We become more sensitive to social signals but negativity biases are exaggerated

• We more easily misconstrue interactions and, even in the presence of positive co-
regulating relationships, experience them as less fulfilling than hoped for

• We are less able to send out social signals that support co-regulation within a group

• It has same scale of impact on the brain and body as physical assault and obesity 
and it precedes depression and anxiety.

• We are stuck in prolonged threat states that undermine the body’s capacity to 
repair itself

(Cacciopo, 2008).



DRM Categories
Mission

Duration

Operations Long-Term Health

LxC Risk Disposition * LxC Risk Disposition *

Low Earth Orbit

6 months 3x2 Accepted with Monitoring 3x2 Accepted with Monitoring

1 year 3x3 Requires Mitigation 3x2 Accepted with Monitoring

Deep Space Sortie 1 month 2x3 Accepted with Monitoring 2x2 Accepted with Monitoring

Lunar Visit/
Habitation

1 year 3x3 Requires Mitigation 3x2 Accepted with Monitoring

Deep Space
Journey/Habitation

1 year 3x3 Requires Mitigation 3x2 Accepted with Monitoring

Planetary 3 years 3x4 Requires Mitigation 3x4 Requires Mitigation

Note: LxC is the likelihood and consequence rating.

https://humanresearchroadmap.nasa.gov/risks/risk.aspx?i=99

https://humanresearchroadmap.nasa.gov/risks/risk.aspx?i=99


https://humanresearchroadmap.nasa.gov/risks/logicDiagrams/BMed
%20MLD%20-%20October%202015.pdf?rnd=0.711939044628264

https://humanresearchroadmap.nasa.gov/risks/logicDiagrams/BMed%20MLD%20-%20October%202015.pdf?rnd=0.711939044628264


Core psychological needs

• Connection

• Compassion

• Privacy

• Safeness

• Validation

• Self-expression

• Agency

• Purpose



Suppression to Expression 

The issue is not so much the feelings that we experience, in situations of 
extreme isolation and confinement, but how we handle them.  We all get 
angry, for example.  What we do about it is what matters.  (Stuster, 1996)

Neuropsychophysiological research & its practical application to:

• Monitoring & privacy

• Self-regulation & co-regulation 

• Early warning

• Personalized interventions



If you want to go fast, go alone.

If you want to go far, go together.

Thank you 

andrews@gwslimited.com
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